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Abstract 
FRIB (Facility for Rare Isotope Beams) is a heavy ion 

linac facility under construction, which has various spe-
cific features in its beam dynamics design to achieve the 
world highest beam power for heavy ion linacs. It is a 
challenge to develop an online model which covers all 
those specific features and satisfies the requirement for 
execution speed at the same time. An online model named 
TLM (Thin Lens Model) is under active development at 
FRIB to address its all major beam dynamics issues. This 
paper describes the latest status of TLM code, the infra-
structure to integrate the TLM into FRIB beam commis-
sioning environment. 

INTRODUCTION 
FRIB [1, 2] is a new project funded by DOE and MSU 

(Michigan State University), and under construction on 
the campus of MSU and will be a new national user facili-
ty for nuclear science. Its driver accelerator is designed to 
accelerate all stable ions to energies > 200 MeV/u with 
beam power on the target up to 400 kW. It consists of 2 
ECR (Electron Cyclotron Resonance) ion sources, a low 
energy beam transport, a RFQ (Radio Frequency Quadru-
pole) linac, 3 Linac segments, 2 folding segments to con-
fine the footprint and facilitate charge selection, and a 
beam delivery system to transport to the target. The beam 
is stripped to higher charge states in the first LS section 
(LS1). 

TLM ONLINE MODEL 
As mentioned in [3], an online model is under active 

development at FRIB to meet its needs. The emphasis of 
the development is put on the execution speed and cover-
age of FRIB specific needs. The FRIB lattice is designed 
with some specific features as summarized below: 
 Solenoid focusing lattice; 
 Non-axisymmetric field components at QWRs 

(Quarter Wave Resonators). The non-axisymmetric 
nature of QWR induces dipole and quadrupole com-
ponents, which has significant contribution to FRIB 
beam dynamics; 

 Multi-charge-state beam acceleration. FRIB is de-
signed to accelerate up to five charge states simulta-
neously to achieve high beam intensity. It is a chal-
lenge to meet stringent beam-on-target requirements 
especially for multi-charge-state beams;  

 Achromat arc sections between linac segments; 
 Second order achromat with sextupole magnets. 
To commission the beam effectively and efficiently, an 

online model named TLM (Thin Lens Model) is under 
active development at FRIB to address those issues. It 
currently supports optical elements including dipole mag-
net, quadrupole magnet, solenoid magnet, axisymmetric 
RF cavity and non-axisymmetric RF cavity, corrector 
magnet, stripper, electrostatic optical elements (dipole and 
quadrupole), and diagnostic devices. 

RF Cavity 
There are 2 major considerations about FRIB cavity 

modelling, which are 1) significant velocity change espe-
cially in low energy range, and 2) multipole field compo-
nent effect caused by the non-axisymmetric geometry of 
its cavity. 

A full implementation of FRIB RF cavity has been pub-
lished in [4,5]. In short, because FRIB needs to acceler-
ate up to 5 different beams simultaneously, traditional one 
gap approach, which has been widely used in many enve-
lope-tracking codes, does not apply to FRIB, especially 
for its low-energy part. Therefore, TLM adopts field inte-
gration to track the reference particle, and two-gap model 
for transfer matrix calculation. 

Solenoid 
The FRIB adopts solenoid lattice instead of quadrupole 

lattice acting as the only focusing component for all four 
cryomodules. Solenoid focusing lattice introduces strong 
coupling effect between horizontal and vertical directions. 
A realistic solenoid has fringe effect, which has to be 
modeled properly. 

With the rotating Larmor frame, the transfer matrix of 
solenoid can be decomposed into two commuting transfer 
matrix: one rotating and one constant focusing. The sole-
noid is treated as a constant focusing element when in the 
Larmor frame. Figure 1 shows an example of transverse 
design for oxygen lattice when using Larmor frame to 
simplify designing procedure. 

 

 

Figure 1: example of transverse design for oxygen lattice 
using Larmor frame and confirmation of beam envelope 
using IMPACT-Z [6]. 

There are two main effects of solenoid fringe field, one 
is decreasing of focusing strength, and another is decreas-
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ing of rotating Larmor angle. Decrease of Larmor angle is 
proportional to field integration and is easy to calculate. 
We model the focusing reducing effect by adding two 
defocusing thin lens kick described as Eq. (1) [7]. 

 

Where , g is focusing strength proportional 

to B and a is aperture size. An estimated solenoid fringe 
effect using Eq. (1) shows that adding fringe effect results 
in significant envelope blow up as illustrated in Fig. 2: 

 

Figure 2: Horizontal and vertical envelope with (blue and 
green) and without (cyan and red) solenoid fringe.  

Electrostatic Element 
The electrostatic optical elements include dipole and 

quadrupole component and are used in FRIB front-end 
section. The transfer matrix of an electrostatic quadrupole 
is basically the same as magnetic quadrupole after chang-
ing definition of focusing strength into Eq. (2) [8]: 

																																				 2  

Where V0 is the voltage of electrode and R is the radi-
us. The transfer matrix for a hardedge spherical electro-
static bend is Eq. (3) [8]: 
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	  , for spherical electrostatic bend, n1=1, ρ0 is 
bending radius, m is particle mass, m0 is static mass, K is 
particle kinetic energy, K0 is reference particle kinetic 
energy, z is particle charge state, z0 is reference particle 
charge state. 

Stripper 
There exists three effects needed to take into considera-

tion to model a stripper, which are 1) change in charge 
state, 2) energy straggling, and 3) blow up in phase space 
respectively.  

Charge states distribution after stripping is calculated 
by Baron’s formula [9]: 

1 83.275 .  

1 12.905 0.2124 0.00122  

0.07535 0.19 0.2654 , /      (4) 
 
Qave is the average output charge state and d is standard 

deviation. Gaussian distribution of output charge state is 
assumed. Baron’s formula can be benchmarked with 
NSCL data, for Uranium Z=92, Ek=9.92MeV/u (Fig. 3): 

 

Figure 3: charge state distribution calculated using Bar-
on’s formula and benchmark with NSCL data.  

Modelling of energy straggling effect and phase-space 
blow-up effect starts with SRIM [10] Monte-Carlo simu-
lation. SRIM is able to calculate particle energy and mo-
mentum after particles injected into a certain stripper 
material. Then, an empirical formula in Eq. (5) is adopted 
to fit the results and the obtained parameters are used for 
stripper modelling:  

, / ∙ ∙            (5) 
The energy straggling effect can be get from parameter 

E0, and the envelope blow up effect can be estimated 
using Eq. (6): 

                              (6) 

σf is the standard deviation of original beam; σg is an 
extra standard deviation added solely with stripper; σh is 
the resulting standard deviation. The model is then 
benchmarked with a particle tracking code IMPACT-Z, 
results are shown in Fig. 4. 

Multi-charge State 
FRIB is simultaneously accelerating multiple charge 

states in order to enhance the beam current. Instead of 
conventional particle tracking method, TLM is utilizing a 
divide-and conquer three-step-scheme to track multi-
charge state beam.  
 Step 1: Machine initialization by reference charge 

state: An ideal particle with a center charge state is 
used to initialize the whole machine, mainly the cavi-
ty phase; 
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Figure 4: (a) Energy and angle distribution simulated by 
SRIM (b) Energy straggling effect benchmarked with 
IMPACT (c) Transverse momentum rms blow up and 
benchmark with IMPACT (d) Longitudinal momentum 
rms blow up and benchmark with IMPACT-Z.  

 Step 2: Reference orbit initialization of the reference 
particle for each charge states: single particle track-
ing is used for a reference particle for each charge 
states and the result is recorded for reference 

 Step3: Envelope tracking for each charge state: trans-
fer matrix is adjusted according to different charge 
states and its different reference orbit. 

The method and benchmark has been thoroughly dis-
cussed in [11]. 

BENCHMARK 
The result of TLM simulation has been benchmarked 

with some well-recognized codes to crosscheck its result. 
We choose our lattice design codes, which is DIMAD for 
our front-end and IMPACT-Z for main linac, to verify the 
simulation results. 

For the main linac, the results are compared including 
both transverse plane and longitudinal plane within ac-
ceptable error range. Two typical examples are as shown 
in Fig. 5, which are for central beam orbit for LS1 seg-
ment, and energy for LS1 and FS1 segments. The accu-
mulated error is within 2% for orbit, and 0.005% for en-
ergy. 

For the front-end, the results are benchmarked against 
DIMAD [12] code, and results for both horizontal and 
vertical envelope are shown in Fig. 6. The accumulated 
RMS error has been achieved within 0.01%. 

CONCLUSION 
An online model is under active development at FRIB 

to support FRIB specific requirements. Implementation of 
major functions and optical elements are finished and the 
simulation results are benchmarked against various well-
recognized simulation such as IMPACT-Z and DIMAD, 
and a good agreement has achieved within acceptable 
error range. The online model has been now integrated 

into FRIB commissioning software framework, and the 
development of physics application has been started with 
the support of the online model. 

 

 
Figure 5: Benchmark results against IMPACT-Z of central 
beam trajectory (top) for LS1 segment, and beam energy 
for LS1 and FS1 segments (bottom).  

 
Figure 6: Benchmark results against DIMAD of X/Y 
envelope for FRIB FE using the lattice of Artemis IS.  
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